A Spin through Physics with

Willy

Jim Sowinski
PSV – My first project in grad school

When our Willy
Met a filly
All that mattered
Was she flattered?

Actually a good source for LN dewers
To do frontier physics you must develop new instruments. Get your hands dirty!
30 tons of fun!

It is polarized; -)
One of the first tricks I learned from Willy the bottle.

One of my first publications Used with pol. $^3$He and d in IUCF Cooler (while Willy was busy on the other side of the ring).
Only time since grad school I collaborated with Willy

Thanks again Erhard
Good

Bad
Too much gray
While the cats are away the mice will play.
A dangerous mix: beer and brushes.
All work must be documented in the log book.

And accomplishments celebrated.
Other transitions between red and gray
It’s always been Willy!